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Custom Yacht Design with CATIA V5 
 
 
 
Yacht design is a long process and consists of many compromises. To achieve the goal of 
the design intention today Computer Aided Design is quite inevitable in shipbuilding 
industry.  Using computers for the design, you can speed-up the overall design process by 
having detailed shape and accurate calculations in a very early stage. 
This results in the possibility to evaluate many design variants within the same type of 
concept. Most 3D CAD design systems do not integrate the hydrostatic and automated 
engineering possibilities like Catia can do today with V5. 
More over in the successive processes like detailed design, piping and HVAC, CATIA 
integrates all these modules, meaning that starting the ships concept in V5, the detailed 
design can be completely covered by all modules of V5. 
Lately several innovative yacht designers have chosen to use CATIA V5 for their designs 
and it is obvious that V5 can be of great benefit for other sailing- and motor-yacht 
shipbuilders as well.   
(http://www-1.ibm.com/solutions/plm/doc/content/news/announcement/982692113.html,    
http://www-1.ibm.com/solutions/plm/doc/content/news/announcement/1027437113.html,  
http://www-1.ibm.com/solutions/plm/doc/content/news/announcement/1052418113.html) 
 
 
AITAC has built a significant experience and has done an intensive research in all kinds of 
usability of V5 standard modules to speed up the early concept and design processes. 
Through use of the flexible and parametric design of V5, a concept can be modified 
instantly and the results can be analyzed directly in the 3D-model. 
These possibilities of V5 increase the optimization of the design in a fast and controllable 
way for the concept and basic engineering phase, especially if several iterations need to be 
validated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
On following sheets some examples are given how yacht design can benefit from all V5 
possibilities. 
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Use of an artist impression based on owner’s wishes 
First steps for a yard or designing office will be an artist’s sketch, which shows the main 
outlines of the ship and its visible layout. This sketch can be imported directly into CATIA, 
and function as base for the outline curves used for the hull form. 
 
 
Define a typical hull shape with a specific length for a ship type 
This can be achieved through the outstanding surface capabilities (GSD), which CATIA 
possesses since many years. These capabilities are widely used and proven in Automotive 
and Aerospace industries. 
Through parametric rules the main hull can be modeled with typical constraints. 
Another way could be the import of frame curves (e.g. through IGES), which can be base 
for this parametric surfacic hull. Through analysis functionalities the hull shape can be 
reviewed with normal lines, reflect lines or even mapped pictures. 
 
 
Extract a lines plan drawing and validate 
From this hull shape any intersecting line can be retrieved by simply intersecting a plane (or 
a couple of them) with this hull definition.  
If the parametric hull form is modified, this line plan drawing will change accordingly. 
All intersections are updated as well as the belonging line plan drawing, which is a direct 
extraction of the 3D curves. 
 
 
Extend concept with hydrostatic analysis parameters 
Most typical shipbuilding characteristics parameters can be calculated and analyzed directly 
in the Catia model. Each change of main hull dimensions or change of main curve 
definitions, are instantly recalculated and listed in the Catia model itself. With today’s PC- 
configurations an average recalculation time of 15 seconds is average. 
Typical values like LOA, LWL, waterplane area, water immersive volume, centre of 
buoyancy, centre of flotation and wetted surface are directly available after changing e.g. 
the beam or the draught input parameters. Additional (knowledge) rules can be added to 
significant output parameters, which will notify the user immediately if any value is out of 
bound or range. 
Through AITAC routines all input and output parameters can be saved directly in an excel 
sheet, placed on a 2D drawing if needed or used by other applications. 
The weight and COG of the ship is for all modeled geometry directly available. 
 
 
Define preliminary main structures and tank volumes 
Through SPL (Structural Preliminary Layout) a basic definition of inner decks and 
bulkheads can be achieved. Closed volumes between the hull and these decks and walls 
form the 3D tank volumes, which can be extracted in a tank plan drawing. All tank volumes 
can be merged into one definition and the resulting COG and main inertia can be analyzed 
directly, and combined with the existing concept. 
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Define the concept 
The hull form can be extended with a cabin-structure, windows, masts, sails, railing or 
anything which is needed to define a first suitable concept.  
All objects can vary in size and position. Additionally standard components (e.g. winches, 
engine etc.) can be retrieved from a V5 catalog and placed on top of the concept. 
Human mockup geometries can be placed on critical spots where free space needs to be 
validated. 
If the concept is satisfactory the V5 Studio workbench can be used to define high rendering 
images and rendered walk-through animations. By using rendering within the early design, 
time and money is saved while inside as well as outside renderings reduce the number of 
changes and delays. 
 
 
Associative FEM analysis on top of the concept model 
Catia FEM capabilities allow you to define an analysis case, which only needs an update 
after changing the concept design. All used geometry for the FEM mesh elements is 
associative, which brings a tremendous validation speed after modifications.  
The recalculation is done first on the mesh definition and here after to the FEM case. 
The output directly shows where critical spots of high tensions can be expected. 
Also in further downstream structural detailing this tool can be used for optimizing the 
design. 
 
 
Benefits for the Yacht designer: 

• The fully integrated modules of Catia bring a full associative design  
• Through this direct integration of design modules, a yacht concept can be build not 

only fast, but also optimized with the aid of all direct analysis output 
• Many variants of the design can be created quick and reviewed and validated directly 
• 2D drawings are fully associative with the 3D and any change in the 3D design will 

update the 2D drawing on demand. Through raster view capabilities a shaded 
picture can be extracted and placed onto the drawing 

• Any parameter can be placed as text onto the drawing and is associative 
• Presentation and animation material is direct available from the 3D models 
• Integration of all other CATIA modules enables the designer to benefit from the 

concept geometry in the detailing process 
 
 
AITAC can provide you with V5 implementation, system setup, education, best practices 
and any needed additional V5 visual basic macro, to help you start up with V5 productively. 
 
We will be glad to show you our capabilities in a couple of hours and we hope you will react 
to this information brochure. 
Visit our website www.aitac.nl to see more of our intentions in the shipbuilding industry. 
 
Yours sincerely,   
 
Ardy van der Sman  
email: info@aitac.nl  Tel: +31 (0)23 5269834   /   +31 (0)6 51524701 
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Example V5 Screenshots: 
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